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miss-reading: multipath signals destructively combine within ROI
cross-reading: multipath signals constructively combine beyond ROI

How to address miss-reading and cross-reading 
anomalies simultaneously?
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Magnetically-driven UHF RFID Systems
The propagation behavior of magnetic signals

UHF RFID

Rapid attenuation: no constructively combined signals beyond ROI

RFID+

High penetrability: no destructively combined signals within ROIIs it possible to utilize a magnetic field in powering the 
inventory process of UHF RFIDs?
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Inductive Coupling via Matching Loops
Every RFID tag inherently incorporates a single-turn coil, i.e., a 
matching loop. 

ALIEN

Matching Loop

9662

Structure of a Typical UHF RFID Tag 10 Popular UHF RFID Tags

Reader 920MHz

Magnetic 
Induction Line 

Loop 
Antenna

UHF RFID 
Tag

Coupling 
Co-eff. C

Inductive coupling: the matching loop can 
capture magnetic field energy and then power 
the tag for communication.

dipoledipole
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COTS RFID tags can be activated and queried using 
magnetic fields while the protocol remains consistent 
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RFID+
§ First spatially controllable magnetically-driven UHF RFID 

inventory system

§ Introduce techniques for innovative coil antenna designs 
and a fast inventory algorithm

§ Achieves a 99% discovery rate and nearly zero crossing-
reading within the region of interest (ROI)



Challenge 1: 
How to generate a uniformly distributed 

magnetic field at the UHF band?
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Magnetically Blind Zones at UHF band
Simulated magnetic intensity distribution at HF and UHF bands

HF: 13.56MHz UHF: 920MHz

UHF band: the current around the loop cannot remain almost in phase and 
of the same sign; thus, it cannot produce a substantial magnetic field.

𝜆 ≫ ∁

Wavelength: 𝜆
Coil Perimeter: ∁

𝜆 ~ ∁

𝜆 ≈ 22m 𝜆 ≈ 33cm

blind zone
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Capacitor-Segmented Coil Antenna

Segmenting the loop physically and inserting capacitors between adjacent 
segments. Each segment can be modeled as an equivalent RLC circuit. 

Current Current
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Traditional Coil Capacitor-Segmented Coil
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Such RLC circuits guarantee that the RF signal retains a uniform initial phase 
shift across segments and no out-of-phase magnetic field is generated.
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Traditional Coil Capacitor-Segmented Coil

The capacitor-segmented coil can maintain the loop’s small size 
while guaranteeing a uniform magnetic field distribution 
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Multi-turn Spiral Coil Antenna

Multi-turn coils can spread magnetic energy more uniformly 
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A four-turn design can achieve a balance between maximum magnetic 
intensity and minimizing the mutual coupling effect among coils.

Prototype



Challenge 2: 
How to precisely manipulate the magnetic 

field to achieve spatially controllable reading?
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How to confine the bi-directional magnetic field 
distributed in one direction only?

Unwanted
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The impedance related to an HIS can be expressed as:
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◆!

At resonant frequency, 
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! = b! <latexit sha1_base64="djQOCN2boGbbyLbnRJPLnxeSZBo=">AAACB3icbVBNS8NAFNzU7/gV9SjIYiMIQkmKqMeiF70p2lZsStlsN7p0swm7L2IJvXnxr3jxoIhX/4I3/43bmoNaBxaGmfd4OxOmgmvwvE+rNDE5NT0zO2fPLywuLTsrqw2dZIqyOk1Eoi5DopngktWBg2CXqWIkDgVrhr2jod+8ZUrzRF5AP2XtmFxLHnFKwEgdZ8N17atOAOwO8uOT8wEOIME7AZcR9G3X7Thlr+KNgMeJX5AyKnDacT6CbkKzmEmggmjd8r0U2jlRwKlgAzvINEsJ7ZFr1jJUkpjpdj7KMcBbRuniKFHmScAj9edGTmKt+3FoJmMCN/qvNxT/81oZRAftnMs0Aybp96EoE9hkHZaCu1wxCqJvCKGKm79iekMUoWCqs00J/t/I46RRrfh7ld2zarl2WNQxi9bRJtpGPtpHNXSMTlEdUXSPHtEzerEerCfr1Xr7Hi1Zxc4a+gXr/QveRpdo</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="/vIJlMgg89KaaVHDrlNlgfM2v80=">AAAB/3icdVDLSgNBEJyNr7i+ooIXL4OJ4CnsbmISb0EvHiOYByQhzE5mkyGzD2Z6xRBz8Fe8eFDEq7/hzb9xNomgogUNRVU33V1uJLgCy/owUkvLK6tr6XVzY3Nreyezu9dQYSwpq9NQhLLlEsUED1gdOAjWiiQjvitY0x1dJH7zhknFw+AaxhHr+mQQcI9TAlrqZQ5yObMDQwYEd0gUyfAWW2Yu18tkrfxZpeScOtjKW1bZKZQS4pSLTgHbWkmQRQvUepn3Tj+ksc8CoIIo1batCLoTIoFTwaZmJ1YsInREBqytaUB8prqT2f1TfKyVPvZCqSsAPFO/T0yIr9TYd3WnT2CofnuJ+JfXjsGrdCc8iGJgAZ0v8mKBIcRJGLjPJaMgxpoQKrm+FdMhkYSCjszUIXx9iv8nDSdvl/LFKydbPV/EkUaH6AidIBuVURVdohqqI4ru0AN6Qs/GvfFovBiv89aUsZjZRz9gvH0CMZyUTg==</latexit>
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Zero

Infinity

The reflected magnetic field has zero phase shift and thus it can 
constructively combine with the forward-propagating field
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A coil array can further enhance RFID+’s spatial controllability 
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Challenge 3: 
How to quickly detect all tags in a brief timeframe 

to ensure a smooth customer experience?



Fast Inventory: Desirable Yet Unachievable

Scenario1: Checkout Lane Scenario2: Belt Conveyor

RFGo: A Seamless Self-checkout System for Apparel Stores Using RFID MobiCom ’20, September 21–25, 2020, London, United Kingdom

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: RFGo’s checkout lane showing (a) the entrance, (b)
the exit, and (c) the user interface

of infrared (IR) sensors detect the motion and trigger the custom-
built reader to start collecting tag readings for the new session.
After analyzing the readings collected within two seconds, the
neural network identi�es the tagged items in the CA and displays
them on the billing terminal (see Fig. 5c). The customer then pays
using the QR code scanner and leaves the CA upon seeing the
payment con�rmation on the billing terminal. Another pair of IR
sensors detect the customer’s exit, allowing RFGo to accept the next
customer and start a new checkout session. The presence/absence
of an ongoing session is displayed to an approaching customer by
an indicator mounted around the entrance of the lane (see Fig. 5c).
If there is an ongoing checkout session, the approaching customer
is discouraged from entering the lane by displaying a “busy” sign.
Since there are no barricading doors enforcing the boundaries of the
CA, the IR sensors are used to detect several undesirable scenarios.
Examples include a customer entering the lane during an ongoing
session (i.e., ignoring the busy indicator) or a customer leaving the
lane too soon (before the scanning is complete).

To read the tags within the CA, we deploy six antennas as follows:
(a) two antennas in each side wall facing the inside area which
are placed almost at 45� angle to the face of the wall and (b) two
antennas under the �oor mat placed parallel to the �oor facing
upward. We also deploy four antennas to read the tags in the WA:
(a) one antennamounted within each side wall at approximately 20�
angle facing the WA, and (b) two upward-facing antennas under
the �oor mat away from the entrance of RFGo (see Fig. 1). The
side walls have a sturdy metal frame to minimize signal spillover
from the inside antennas. However, RFGo still has to cope with the
spillover from the entrance/exit openings between the side walls
since having an unbarricaded area was a deliberate design choice.

5.2 RFGo - Communications
The block diagram in Fig. 6 details our custom-built reader im-
plementation. The core RFID signal processing is implemented in
GNURadio v3.7.13.5 by signi�cantly extending the code in [16].
The system runs on a Linux machine equipped with 12 cores and
128 GB RAM. The radio front-end is emulated using four USRP
X310 units which are time-synchronized by means of an Octoclock
CDA-2990. Each USRP is equipped with either a UBX or TwinRX
daughterboard that allows for communication within the 902-928
MHz UHF RFID band. RFGo is equipped with six antennas in the
CA and four antennas in theWA for a total of ten antennas. Each an-
tenna separates the TX and RX signals with a circulator. We use �ve
TwinRX daughterboards to enable ten RX RF chains, where each

Figure 6: Implementation of our custom-built reader.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: (a) Smartrac tags used in our experiments, (b) dense
tag arrangement covering multiple X-Y-Z orientations and
(c) uni�ed cube comprising 27 smaller 6" cubes.

RF chain is connected to one antenna. Since one USRP supports
two daughterboards, we use three USRPs to host the �ve TwinRX
daughterboards. The fourth USRP hosts one UBX daughterboard
which is the only TX RF chain in the system. The output of the UBX
is connected to a set of multiplexers controlled by a Raspberry Pi
to select the active TX antenna.

In GNURadio, the received I/Q samples pass through an FIR av-
eraging �lter (MF ) to mitigate the impact of noise. Then, the Gate
block (G) performs pulse detection to do coarse frame synchroniza-
tion. The frame is forwarded to the Tag Decoder block (TD) which
aligns symbols using preamble-based correlation and decodes the
RN16 and EPC packets. We extend the TD block to compute the IM
(see Sec. 4.4) and estimate the RSS. The TD blocks forward the de-
coded RN16s along with the IM to a central block called the Switch.
The Switch block implements the RN16 selection policies (see Sec.
4.4) and forwards the selected RN16 sequence to the reader block
(R), which generates the ACK based on the forwarded RN16. The R
block is also responsible for generating the Query packets broadcast
to the tags. The Switch block also keeps track of current slots to
switch to another TX antenna in time. To do so, it establishes a UDP
connection with a Raspberry Pi that functions as a micro-controller
to activate speci�c ports of the multiplexers. At the end of a frame,
the Switch encapsulates the next activated port within the UDP
packet and sends it to the micro-controller.

5.3 RFGo - Classi�cation Software
Recall that our goal is to correctly determine whether a given tag is
inside the CA or not. To do so, we use “soft” features such as RSSI
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two daughterboards, we use three USRPs to host the �ve TwinRX
daughterboards. The fourth USRP hosts one UBX daughterboard
which is the only TX RF chain in the system. The output of the UBX
is connected to a set of multiplexers controlled by a Raspberry Pi
to select the active TX antenna.

In GNURadio, the received I/Q samples pass through an FIR av-
eraging �lter (MF ) to mitigate the impact of noise. Then, the Gate
block (G) performs pulse detection to do coarse frame synchroniza-
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using the QR code scanner and leaves the CA upon seeing the
payment con�rmation on the billing terminal. Another pair of IR
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of an ongoing session is displayed to an approaching customer by
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is discouraged from entering the lane by displaying a “busy” sign.
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angle facing the WA, and (b) two upward-facing antennas under
the �oor mat away from the entrance of RFGo (see Fig. 1). The
side walls have a sturdy metal frame to minimize signal spillover
from the inside antennas. However, RFGo still has to cope with the
spillover from the entrance/exit openings between the side walls
since having an unbarricaded area was a deliberate design choice.

5.2 RFGo - Communications
The block diagram in Fig. 6 details our custom-built reader im-
plementation. The core RFID signal processing is implemented in
GNURadio v3.7.13.5 by signi�cantly extending the code in [16].
The system runs on a Linux machine equipped with 12 cores and
128 GB RAM. The radio front-end is emulated using four USRP
X310 units which are time-synchronized by means of an Octoclock
CDA-2990. Each USRP is equipped with either a UBX or TwinRX
daughterboard that allows for communication within the 902-928
MHz UHF RFID band. RFGo is equipped with six antennas in the
CA and four antennas in theWA for a total of ten antennas. Each an-
tenna separates the TX and RX signals with a circulator. We use �ve
TwinRX daughterboards to enable ten RX RF chains, where each

Figure 6: Implementation of our custom-built reader.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: (a) Smartrac tags used in our experiments, (b) dense
tag arrangement covering multiple X-Y-Z orientations and
(c) uni�ed cube comprising 27 smaller 6" cubes.

RF chain is connected to one antenna. Since one USRP supports
two daughterboards, we use three USRPs to host the �ve TwinRX
daughterboards. The fourth USRP hosts one UBX daughterboard
which is the only TX RF chain in the system. The output of the UBX
is connected to a set of multiplexers controlled by a Raspberry Pi
to select the active TX antenna.

In GNURadio, the received I/Q samples pass through an FIR av-
eraging �lter (MF ) to mitigate the impact of noise. Then, the Gate
block (G) performs pulse detection to do coarse frame synchroniza-
tion. The frame is forwarded to the Tag Decoder block (TD) which
aligns symbols using preamble-based correlation and decodes the
RN16 and EPC packets. We extend the TD block to compute the IM
(see Sec. 4.4) and estimate the RSS. The TD blocks forward the de-
coded RN16s along with the IM to a central block called the Switch.
The Switch block implements the RN16 selection policies (see Sec.
4.4) and forwards the selected RN16 sequence to the reader block
(R), which generates the ACK based on the forwarded RN16. The R
block is also responsible for generating the Query packets broadcast
to the tags. The Switch block also keeps track of current slots to
switch to another TX antenna in time. To do so, it establishes a UDP
connection with a Raspberry Pi that functions as a micro-controller
to activate speci�c ports of the multiplexers. At the end of a frame,
the Switch encapsulates the next activated port within the UDP
packet and sends it to the micro-controller.

5.3 RFGo - Classi�cation Software
Recall that our goal is to correctly determine whether a given tag is
inside the CA or not. To do so, we use “soft” features such as RSSI
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Dual-Coupling Inventory Strategy
Prefetching: combines both radiatively- and magnetically-driven 
RFID systems together to enhance the reading speed within ROI. 

§ Phase 1: the far-field reader identifies a 

set of candidate tags in advance. The 

collected EPCs are then used to 

construct a Candidate Bloom Filter (BF). 

§ Phase 2: the near-field reader uses 

previously obtained BF to check for the

presence of tags within the ROI quickly. 

Top View of a Checkout Lane

Prefetching

The acquisition overhead is reduced by approximately 60% by 
using Bloom Filter to speed up the inventory process 
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Implementation

Reader

 Tx Array

Laptop

Beamformer

Amplifier x4

Splitter

SIPO Converter

Raspberry Pi

Reader
Phaser x4

Rx Antenna

§ Reader: USRP X310 software-defined radios

§ Beamformer: Raspberry Pi 4 Model B + Phase Shifter (PHSA-152)

§ Tx: Custom-designed 2 × 2 coil antenna array + HIS reflectors
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accuracy was measured based on the discovery rate

ROI

 Guard

RFID+ excels in detecting tags within ROI up to 175cm (>95%), 
and performance significantly declines beyond this range.
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Spatial Manipulation
We directed the beamforming’s focus to five positions along the Z-axis. For 
each position, the tag’s backscattered signal strength was measured. 
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The beamforming focal point increases the average received 
signal strength by approximately 7.73 dB at these locations. 
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We compared the proposed dual-coupling fast inventory algorithm against 
the conventional Q-adaptive inventory method.
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# 36.8%

The fast inventory achieves discovery in just 2.4 seconds, 
saving 36.8% of the time compared to the Q-adaptive algorithm.
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RFID+ achieved about 1.95% miss-reading rate and nearly 0.1% 
cross-reading rate within a reasonable time slot.
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Conclusion
§ We first demonstrate that a magnetically-driven UHF RFID system is 

feasible and valuable.

§ We first integrate disparate elements (e.g., capacitor-segmented 
loops, multi-turn coils, HISs, coil arrays, etc.) into a unified 
practical RFID inventory system. 

§ We achieve a 1.95% miss-reading rate and nearly 0.1% cross-reading 
rate in a pilot study.


